Beneath the waves, there are many dominions yet to be visited, and kingdoms to be discovered; and he who venturously brings up from the abyss enough of their inhabitants to display the physiognomy of the country will taste that cup of delight, the sweetness of whose draught those only who have made a discovery know.
Feature
It's not often in the 21st century that one gets a chance to join a mission of discovery. But this is just such an opportunity.
Two years ago, a presidential panel on ocean exploration-including such top names as explorer Bob Ballard, of the National Geographic Society, and Vera Alexander, then with the University of Alaska-Fairbanks-recommended a national ocean exploration program "in which discovery and the spirit of challenge are the cornerstones." Thus was born the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration's Office of Ocean Exploration, created to carry out the recommendations of the panel. Since 2001, the office has fulfilled its charge by exploring the deep ocean from the Gulf of Mexico to the Arctic. And this summer, the program funded this journey through and below Alaska seas to visit a series of never-before-explored seamounts, underwater volcanoes that form a chain between Alaska and Oregon. To take them there, researchers had the use of the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution's famous submersible, Alvin, and its companion vessel, the Atlantis. "It's an unusual situation to have a chance to just explore something new," said Oregon State University geologist Randy Keller, who joined the expedition to study the volcanic history of seamounts. "Typical scientific funding mechanisms are based on testing a welldefined and carefully laid out and planned hypothesis with a good chance of success. Or, if you're not exactly successful, you've already considered where you might be led otherwise."
But on this trip, he and his colleagues are encouraged to immerse themselves in the unknown, free to explore general questions about the nature of the structures as well as the life on and around them. In such an environment, discovery is "basically inevitable," Keller says. "I mean, whatever you find has not been seen before."
The last and only previous manned expedition to an Alaska seamount, in 1999, prompted new questions about the structures and the creatures that live on them-the very questions this summer's researchers seek to explore. Crab researcher Brad Stevens was on that 1999 cruise. In eight days of dives, he says, he and colleague Tom Shirley found 10 species of crabs, including a type of spider crab not previously identified in these waters. Now he is eager to dive again. "I'm excited every time I go into the sub because I never know what I'm going to see," Stevens says."And sometimes it's very mundane; sometimes it's just mud for hours and hours. But there's always something out there that's interesting. And sometimes, you land right on top of something you never expected to see."
On board the Atlantis, the enthusiasm for seeing the unexpected is palpable. Among the explorers are Alaskans 
Life aboard Atlantis
Our first few days aboard are dedicated to adjusting to life at sea. The ship is a maze of gray hallways and stairwellsand, once you find your way around, an impressive selection of wet and dry labs, too, as well as such amenities as a computer room, library, and video room. Our first duty comes in the form of a safety drill. We gather in the ship's decklevel main laboratory, and at the direction of Alvin expedition leader Pat Hickey, struggle into our red and orange "Gumby suits," which are designed to keep us alive and afloat should we fall in the nearfreezing water. Then we try to memorize a dizzying array of warning bells. "In a few moments, you'll hear the Abandon Ship-that's seven shorts and a long," Hickey directs. "Just go out this door and muster in front of the Avon on the starboard side of the ship." The Avon is the inflatable boat used to help launch and retrieve Alvin, and starboard, of course, is "right."
And then there's special instruction in lab safety: We need to remember to secure all bottles, laptop computers, and other breakable items in case of inclement weather. It's not long before the reason for the directive becomes apparent.
The farther we get from Astoria, the more the ship rolls, with swells exceeding six feet. Soon it's difficult to walk across a room. Everyone is on antinausea medication, and when we meet for dinner in the ship's mess, it's more for survival than hunger; nothing invites seasickness like an empty stomach. No one talks much, and no one does much. Even sleep is too much of a challenge to be a release; those of us below decks are disoriented by the lack of windows and the rolling, and those above report being tossed out of bed. The severe weather also takes other casualties, damaging a crab trap and cracking an expensive chiller unit that the crab researchers brought to help keep alive deep-sea crabs they want to retrieve from the depths.
Soon enough, researchers are thinking about the dives and responsibilities ahead. They call a science meeting in the main laboratory to make introductions and start the collaboration that will be a necessary part of the next two weeks. To make the most of their time on board, the researchers will have to work together, geologists keeping an eye open for interesting sponges and corals, or biologists being ready to point out a rock formation. To that end, each explains what he or she is hoping to find upon hitting bottom. Alvin will help him and his team collect the samples more precisely than the traditional method, dredging. "When you work with Alvin it's more like going out and walking on a volcano on land. When you pick up a rock you can see where it came from, whether it was exactly in place, or whether it had possibly rolled down the slope, and you can follow the geology upward along the side of the volcano and actually piece a story together of the volcanic history of these mountains," he says."You get a relative relationship that you just can't get any other way than seeing it."
Tom Guilderson, a researcher with the University of California-Santa Cruz and the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, is in search of deep-sea corals and sponges. Although commonly associated with the tropics, he says, corals do thrive in northern waters-especially on the rocky surface of the seamounts.
In recent decades, researchers have noticed a series of shifts in sea surface temperature and sea level pressure throughout the northern Pacific Ocean. If the trend continues, it could cause what is known as a "regime shift," which would have a profound effect on the balance of life in these northern waters. Is this part of a natural cycle that has come and gone before? Or are the recent changes unprecedented? Scientists can't say-until they find a way to fill in hundreds of years of missing ocean climate data. Fortunately, deep-sea corals have been collecting the information for them.
"One of the reasons to look at these corals is to try and reconstruct past ocean variation over longer time scales than we have actual instrumental observations," he says.
Using an approach similar to studying tree rings on land, ocean scientists can translate the presence of chemical or isotropic tracers (such as carbon and nitrogen isotopes), as well as trace elements, into a "snapshot in time In the 1999 dives on Patton Seamount, the tallest of the chain, they found that different species of crabs seem to confine themselves to particular depths. When running transects with the submersible from deeper to shallower depths, Shirley says, he's found a distinct zonation of many kinds of seamount life. "You'll see juvenile crabs at a certain depth, and you'll get fewer and fewer juveniles-and all of a sudden you'll see a band of crinoids, bands of very dense brittle stars. And then if you keep moving on up to shallower waters, you'll see fewer, and then more and more adults of various species. "Shirley is interested in the reasons why, as well as the differences between crab communities on each seamount. And both crab researchers have this simple hope: "We'd like to find species that we haven't seen before," Stevens says.
Another guest onboard is microbiologist Naomi Ward, a collaborative investigator (and microbial prospector of sorts) here to collect samples for the Institute for Genomic Research (TIGR), in Rockville, Maryland. What does she expect to find? "We don't really know," Ward says."This is very exploratory at this stage." But almost certainly, she says, she will find something new. To maximize her chances of doing so, her goal is to collect as many water and sediment samples as possible.
Crabs, corals, new species, sediment, water-it seems like a long grocery list for just a few short weeks. To achieve their disparate goals, the scientists will have to share space in Alvin and help one another, at all times ready to set their own interests aside to pursue what they may find.
Dives to the depths
Before the scientists are cleared to dive, they must attend an Alvin safety briefing-while sitting in the sub's seven-foot diameter passenger sphere on the deck of the Atlantis-to learn such things as how to use the underwater telephone, what to do in case of fire, and how to "blow" the titanium sphere safely to the surface in case of emergency. That way, says Alvin pilot Phil Forte, "You get someone who might be a little uncomfortable about going hundreds of meters under the sea to know they're in a safe vehicle." Holding the safety session in the docked sub is also a way to make sure that no one will suddenly discover his or her claustrophobia after the sub descends beneath the waves. Scrapping a mission would be costly.
Inside the sub, each observer has a sliver of the sphere adjoining a small porthole. It's also possible to look outside the vessel using a remote-controlled video camera and outside lights. The pilot, however, is in charge of both the Alvin's navigational controls-a panel of switches akin to a display at Radio Shack-and the remote-controlled manipulator arm used to collect samples.
There are few amenities; the "bathroom" is a plastic container. But the Alvin crew provides lunch, not to mention an unforgettable view of the ocean depths.
The first dive of the expedition, 26 June, draws every science crew member on deck to see off the first explorers, Randy Keller and Brad Stevens. "I can't even focus my thoughts at this point," Stevens says that morning."This is one of those situations where you do lots of waiting, and there's a lot of boredom, then there are intense periods of excitement and tension. It's like every marine biologist's dream to go do this."
In a choreography that will become routine over the three-week expedition, we watch as the white and orange sub is lifted into launch position, the hatch is closed behind observers and the pilot, and the sub is gently set on the waves. Dry-suited "swimmers," lowered into the water with the sub, unfasten the thick rope loop connecting the sub to the Aframe, and the sub is free to dive. Its first mission takes it down 2700 meters to the base of Murray Seamount, nearly two miles beneath the waves. The researchers return with reports of crabs, sponges, and brittle stars, as well as vol- After dive three, Tom Guilderson and crab team scientist Julie Nielsen return with a collection basket full of colorful corals and a few rocks and crabs. Some of the corals, in containers of water, look like big feathery pipe cleaners. One, identified as a gorgonian coral probably three hundred years old, looks like a big red branch and takes up most of the basket. "It was a gorgeous dive," Guilderson exults. "There was biology all the way." Nielsen points out a large, spindly legged spider crab in the basket. "That spider crab couldn't help itself," she says."It crawled into the basket straightaway!"
The collection sends the crab and coral teams running. Baco-Taylor hurries branches of coral into a refrigerated room, so that tissue may be preserved long enough for accurate sampling. On deck, Stevens, Shirley, and their team pull out giant crabs, placing them in the one working chiller; the crabs can withstand the dramatic change in pressure, but not the change in temperature, so working quickly is important.
In another lab, Naomi Ward uses fine filters to screen sediment and water samples for salvageable microbes. Back at TIGR, researchers will extract DNA from the bacterial cells found in sediments, water, or biofilms and attempt to identify the bacteria present in each sample using marker genes."If we can't identify to the species level, we can make a pretty good guess and identify to the nearest relative and make a guess at what that organism is,"Ward says. Other work will involve sequencing larger pieces of DNA, looking to adjacent genes for clues of their combined role in cellular processes. The scientists then will assign a function to the DNA on the basis of its similarity to other sequences and start to put together a picture of what role the microbes play in their home environment.
In the past, microbes prospected in this way have proven valuable for industry, Ward says. For example, organisms that tolerate high temperatures have been used in laundry detergents, where enzymes that break down substrates at high temperatures in the washing machine are needed. Low-temperature and highsalt environments might also produce valuable microbes.
In another lab on the Atlantis, geology team member Mike Rowe of Oregon State University uses a rock saw to slice basalt samples into small rectangles, or billets, for later use in the lab. There's no real rush here, except to make use of the diamond-edged saw while seas are relatively calm. Other postdive tasks include reviewing and copying hours of video that all the researchers will use. By 3 July, the explorers have visited three seamounts: Patton, Murray, and Chirikof, and it is time to dock in Kodiak, where some of us will leave and other researchers will board for leg two of the trip. Stevens, whose laboratory is in Kodiak, is among the researchers to finish his journey here, unloading two chillers full of enormous red and golden king crabs and spider crabs, which he hopes will mate in the lab. (At press time, one pair had.) And for those explorers who remain on the ship, there are more discoveries ahead, as they dive on Murray, Marchand, and Warwick Seamounts, not to return to Astoria until 15 July.
The most immediate result of the dives: Uncharted territory is now charted. Every new seamount explored was mapped using a bathymetric mapping system onboard Atlantis, and those maps can now be used by others who wish to explore here. As for other definitive findings, researchers must continue the work in their labs. But one thing is certain: What they add to our knowledge of undersea volcanoes and the life surrounding them will be a foundation on which future explorers can build.
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